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It is proposed to add following tabel to NP-99519 for caputureing Work Item Status and start the
discussion on camel e-mail explorder after CN#6 as pointed out in CN#6 plenary (13/12/99).

Work Area / Item: CAMEL Phase 3

Affects: UE/MS: CN: X UTRAN: Compatibility Issues: Yes: No: X

Expected Completion Date: TSG CN WG2 #13, January 2000, approved by TSG CN #07, March 2000

Services impacted: CAMEL Phase 3

Specifications affected: TS 23.078

Tasks within work which are not complete: ¾ Dialled service trigger criteria specification in 23.078
(4.2.1.2.2) need to be revisited, since the removal of service
selection code before the criteria check at Analyzed_Info_DP
(DP3) will not suite the certain dialling pattern like,

[Subscribed Dialled Service Prefix]-[Service selection code]-[Number]
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
^^ Triggered on DP2 (e.g. 123),          ^ Triggered on DP3 (e.g. * or #)

Note: prefix suppressed in gsmSCF and Service selection code and
number will be informed to gsmSSF by Connect for the further triggering
the succeeding process in different gsmSCF.

Note: This comment was discussed with the editor(s).

¾ If the first bullet item is rejected, Dialled service trigger
criteria specification in 23.078 (4.2.1.2.2) needs to be revisited
in another approach.

At least the Numbering Plan Identifier (NPI) DP criteria for
DP3 is necessary for supporting certain dialling pattern(s), e.g.
Dialling pattern which contains service selection codes (#, *)
as explained in the first bullet item.  This will differentiate the

[Subscribed Dialled Service Prefix]-[# or *]-[Number]
with
[Subscribed Dialled Service Prefix]              -[Number]

at DP3 if the same procedure has been applied at DP2 as
mentioned previously, since the former NPI is unknown and
the latter NPI is E.164.  This will prevent that all call attempt
will be interrogated to gsmSCF if only the [Number] being
dialled by a subscriber since DP3 is sometimes used as
network based triggering point.

Note: Has this specification been removed accidentally during
the editors meeting?  Input to the editors meeting has this
specification and output from the editors meeting dose not.

References:

Tdoc 3GPP N2-99 J87, CN-99471, 22.030 (v3.1.0), 23.018
(v.3.2.0) draft B + CR N2-99L16, 24.008 (v.3.1.0),

Consequences if not included in Release 1999: Explained dialling pattern will be difficult to be deployed, due to
the excess traffic between gsmSSF and gsmSCF.



Accepted by TSG# for late inclusion in Release 1999:


